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Slimline, full featured 12” Panel-PC
Optional in extended temperature range from -30°C u p to +70°C

The compact, powerful and still fanless PANEL12-2A is specifically designed as front end interface for
high reliability applications where you simple do not have enough space for a separate PC. The
PANEL12-2A extends the noiseless, multi functional Panel-PC series from MPL. 

A 12.1” LCD (SVGA or XGA resolution)
with excellent optical specifications, an
optional touch screen with high sensitivity
and a high performance, fanless
embedded Celeron M or Pentium M
single board computer from MPL are
placed in a stylish, modern aluminum
housing. Further a WLAN module, an
Audio system over two built-in speakers
as well as hard drive or solid-state Flash
drive can be integrated. The CPU power
can be selected according the
applications requirements, starting from
a Celeron M 600 MHz up to a Pentium M
with 1.8GHz and 2MB integrated L2
cache. Up to 1.5 GB DDR333 SDRAM
memory can be installed.

All standard PC interfaces (2x PS/2, 2x USB 2.0, 1x LAN, 1x RS232) are placed in a small case slot in
the rear. The gap is covered with a plate, allowing to hide and get out of the way all connectors and
cables. The PANEL12-2A can be attached over a standard VESA75 muff either on an tilting stand, a
swivel arm, or on the wall. Further with its small installation depth of 63mm the PANEL12 is also well
suited for front panel mounting inside a wall or a cabinet. To fit the unit better into your system or
environment, the PANEL12-2A can be ordered in any RAL color.

Based on the minimum power loss of the unit, it is possible that the PANEL12-2A comes without a fan or
air vents and therefore is completely silent, even if used in the temperature range from -30°C up to
+70°C. MPL guarantees a long term availability for the produ ct of minimum 5 years, keeping your
maintenance & support program very efficient.

Typical applications for this modern Panel-PC are desktop applications in telecommunication, kiosk
information terminals, and internet access points where a slimline reliable and long term available
product is an needed.

You will find additional information under www.mpl.ch or send an email to info@mpl.ch.
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